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Abstract. An important problem in fault tolerant distributed systems is reaching a consensus among a set of non faulty processes, even in the presence of some corrupted processes. The problem is couched in terms of generals attempting to decide on a common plan of attack. This is in fact the well known Byzantine Generals Problem. We present a consensus protocol of O(ln) communication complexity in asynchronous networks (there is no common global clock and message delivery time is indefinite) with a small error probability where n is the number of players and l is the length of message, given l is sufficiently large, such that l ≥ n(n+q)2 , where q is the length of the hash value of the message m. This improves the previous result with O(ln2 ) communication complexity[1]. Furthermore, we have proposed a reliable broadcast protocol in asynchronous networks with the assumption that messages delivery time is finite. Both of our protocols can tolerate up to t < n3 corrupted players and are computationally secure. Key words: Distributed computing, byzantine agreement problem, fault tolerance, computationally bounded byzantine adversary.
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Introduction



The Problem of Byzantine agreement was proposed by Lamport, Pease and Shostak[2] in 1980. It was formulated to solve the problem of Byzantine generals, in which, the generals, some of whom may be faulty, try to decide whether or not to carry out an attack. Some traitorous generals may lie about whether they will support a particular plan or what other generals told them. Formally, each player starts with an input value, from a finite set, V and decides on an output value from same set. The players have to attain the consensus, given the fact that some of the players may be faulty and may behave in a malicious manner. The conditions for consensus are specified as follows. 1. Agreement: No two non faulty players decide on different values. 2. Validity: If all non-faulty players start with the same initial value, v ∈ V, then v is the only possible decision value for non-faulty player. 3. Termination: The termination condition requires that all non-faulty players must eventually decide.



Another variant of this problem is the broadcast problem, which aims at achieving broadcast in the distributed environment. The protocol for solving this problem is known as the reliable broadcast. A unique player, known as the sender begins the protocol by sending the message to other players. The reliable broadcast protocol aims at broadcasting this value to all the players, so that each player decides on an output value. For broadcast, the agreement and the termination conditions remain the same but validity condition differs. The conditions for broadcast are specified as follows. 1. Agreement: No two non faulty players decide on different values. 2. Validity: The players must decide on the sender’s value, if the sender is honest. 3. Termination: The termination condition requires that all non-faulty players must eventually decide. Byzantine faults occur when the adversary sends wrong value or does not send any value or sends different values to different players. In short, the adversary does not follow the protocol. The synchronous model of underlying network assumes the presence of global clock and has fixed bound on message delivery times. The asynchronous model assumes no such bounds. So, messages can be arbitrarily delayed. An adversary can be static (chooses its victims before the start of the protocol) or dynamic (can choose its victims during the course of execution of the protocol). Attaining security against a dynamic adversary is often much harder than against a static adversary. Related Work A fundamental result in this area is the impossibility of the byzantine agreement[3] in asynchronous networks which rules out the existence of deterministic protocols. So, to solve the consensus, asynchronous distributed systems have to be enriched with additional power. Common coins[4], randomization[5] (probabilistic protocols) and unreliable failure detectors[6] are some examples of such additions that make it possible to solve consensus, despite asynchrony and failures. Several protocols[7, 8, 1] in the literature are of O(ln2 ), where n is the number of players and l is the length of message. Recently, Ramasamy[9] proposed an atomic broadcast protocol of O(ln), but the worst case complexity is O(ln2 ) and it works only for a static adversary. The atomic broadcast protocol can be reduced to consensus[6]. Motivation and Contribution We attempt to solve the open problem left by Fitzi and Hirt[10]. Their paper extends the synchronous short message broadcast protocol to the long message multivalued consensus protocol. We propose the long message multi-valued consensus protocols in the asynchronous networks (there is no common global clock and message delivery time is indefinite) using the asynchronous short message broadcast protocol as a black box. The asynchronous reliable broadcast protocol with an assumption that message delivery time is finite is proposed. The communication complexity of our protocol is O(ln) with a negligibly small error



probability, provided that l ≥ n(n+q)2 , where q is the length of the hash value of the message m. We use the reliable broadcast protocol proposed by Cachin[11] as a black box. Our reduction protocol works for byzantine failures, dynamic adversary and is computationally secure. Model We propose a solution for the agreement problem in asynchronous networks. We assume that the underlying network is completely connected and the communication channel between every pair of players is secure. The Adversary is dynamic, this means the adversary can choose corrupted players at any time of the protocol execution. The Adversary is computationally bounded and byzantine faults are considered (messages can be delayed, wrongly sent or may not be sent at all). The adversary controls at most t number of players, in other words there are at most t malicious players among n players. Paper Organization The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the components used by the protocol: black box, universal hash functions and threshold broadcast() protocol. Section 3 presents an overview of the proposed protocol. Section 4 elaborates the consensus protocol and analyzes the security of each stage. Section 5 presents the reliable broadcast protocol. Sections 6 discusses the communication complexity of the protocol and finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
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Preliminaries



Black box Any asynchronous reliable broadcast protocol[8, 11] with order of O(ln2 ) can be used as black box. We use the protocol proposed by Cachin et.al.[11] for asynchronous networks as a black box. The communication complexity of this protocol is O(ln2 ). The Adversary is dynamic, computationally secure and the protocol works for byzantine faults. Optimal resilience (n ≥ 3t + 1) is achieved. Universal hash function[12] It is a randomized algorithm for selecting a hash function G with the following property: for any two distinct inputs x1 and x2 , the probability that G(x1 ) = G(x2 ) (i.e., there can be a hash collision between x1 and x2 ) is 1r , where G has function values in a range of size r. For example, it is constructed as follows. The message x is interpreted as a polynomial fx over GF(2g ) with degree d gl e. The hash function is defined as Ukey (x) = fx (key). The probability that two given messages collide on a randomly chosen key is 2−g .d g1 e. 2.1



Cryptographic Primitives



We use well known digital signature schemes and non-interactive dual threshold signatures[13]. The Dealer distributes the keys at the beginning of the protocol.



2.1.1 Non-Interactive Dual-Threshold Signatures The (n, κ, t)-dual threshold signature scheme[14, 13] has n players and at most t malicious players. Every player holds a share of the secret key of the signature scheme, and generates the signature share on individual messages. κ is the threshold of the signature shares required to construct the signature, t < κ ≤ n − t. Generation of keys Let p1 , p2 , · · · pn be the set of players. The dealer sets up the system, generates a public key P K, a global verification key V K, the secret key shares SK1 , . . . , SKn and the local verification keys V K1 , . . . , V Kn . Initially, each player pi has the secret key SKi along with the public key P K. The sender sends the message to all the players at the beginning of the threshold broadcast protocol. The sender additionally has the verification keys. A practical scheme that satisfies these definitions in the random-oracle model was proposed by Shoup[13]. In a non-interactive dual threshold signature scheme, generation and verification of signatures is non-interactive. Algorithms involved in (n, κ, t)-dual threshold signature scheme 1. The signing algorithm (run by Pi ) Input : A message m. Output : A signature share s0i on the submitted message signed by secret key share SKi . 2. The share verification algorithm (run by sender ) Input : A message m, a signature share s0i on the submitted message signed by SKi and other keys P K, V Ki , V K. Output : TRUE if and only if the signature share s0i is valid. 3. The share combining algorithm SCA() (run by sender ) Input : A message m, κ valid signature shares on the message, P K, V K, {V Ki , 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. Output : A valid signature on the message m. Let shares = { set of all κ valid signatures s0i } m0 = SCA(m, s01 , s02 , · · · s0n , V K1 , · · · V Kn ) 4. The signature verification algorithm (run by Pi other than sender ) Input : A message m, a signature m0 (generated by the share-combining algorithm), P K. Output : TRUE iff the signature is valid. Verified by V K. Security Requirements 1. Robustness : It is computationally infeasible for an adversary to produce κ valid signature shares such that the output of the share combining algorithm is not a valid signature. 2. N on − f orgeability : It is computationally infeasible to output a valid signature on a message that was submitted as a signing request to less than κ − t honest players. 2.1.2 The Threshold broadcast() Protocol We briefly explain the T hreshold broadcast() protocol in this section. To obtain a signature on a message m, the sender broadcasts m through the T hreshold broadcast()



protocol to all the players and obtains the message m0 with a threshold signature. In the proposed protocol, whenever a player wants to broadcast his value, he obtains a signature on the message through the T hreshold broadcast(m) protocol. The protocol is similar to the consistent broadcast protocol found in the literature[11]. The Threshold broadcast(m) protocol returns the signed message m0 . The steps involved in the protocol are as follows: 1. The sender broadcasts the message m to all the players. 2. Every player pi , upon receiving the message m from the sender, signs the message with his secret key share SKi and obtains the signature share s0i on the message m using signing algorithm and sends his share s0i to the sender. 3. The Sender waits for the arrival of s0i and checks the validity of the message once received using share verification algorithm. 4. As soon as the sender receives d n+t+1 e valid shares, he generates a valid 2 signature on the message m using the share combining algorithm. m0 = SCA(m, shares, V K1 , . . . , V Kn ). 5. return(m0 ). Lemma 1: An honest sender with message m can use Threshold broadcast(m) protocol to obtain a threshold signature m0 for m. Proof: As the sender is honest, he sends the correct message to all the players. All honest players generate a signature share on m as soon as they receive it e honest players from sender and send back to the sender. Since at least d n+t+1 2 return their share to the sender, the sender can correctly obtain the m0 . 2 Lemma 2: The sender can obtain at most one message with threshold signature irrespective of whether he is honest or dishonest. Proof: From lemma 1, if the sender is honest, he can obtain m0 . We prove that even if the sender is dishonest he obtains at most message with threshold signature, m. We prove this by contradiction. Suppose that the sender obtains two messages with threshold signature, say m01 , m02 . So, there should be at least d n+t+1 e signature shares for each of the messages, that is totally (n + t + 1). 2 Since there are (n − t) honest players, at most n − t signature shares can be obtained from distinct honest players. The adversary controls at most t players and therefore they can contribute at most 2t signature shares. In total, at most n − t + 2t = n + t signature shares can be obtained. As the sender obtained both messages, at least one honest party must have signed both m01 and m02 signature shares, which is impossible according to protocol. Hence, m01 = m02 . 2 Communication Complexity If the length of the signature is T and length of the message is l, then the communication complexity is (l + T )n.
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The Byzantine Agreement Protocol Overview



We briefly discuss the major parts of the protocol in this section. Let P be the set of all players and Phonest be the set of all honest players. The



protocol has 3 main stages: First Stage, Set Creating Stage and Final Stage. First Stage Initially, the sender sends the message m and the signature m0 to all the players. This stage acts as a supporting stage to the set creating stage. Set Creating Stage The goal of the set creating stage is to identify a set A ⊆ P of size at least e, such that all the players in A hold the same input message m. d n+t+1 2 – Each player sends the hash value of his message to other players and compares his message with other players and jointly determines the subset. e players do not have the same message, then all the players – If at least d n+t+1 2 are set to the predefined default value. Final Stage In the Final Stage, every player pi ∈ A distributes his message to all the players in the set (P −A). In order to keep the communication cost low, every honest player is distributing only part of the message rather than the full-length message. This stage will never be aborted. After the final stage all the honest players will have the same message and the protocol execution completes.
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The Consensus Protocol



The set creating stage and final stage together will act as the consensus protocol. We name our protocol Hash consensus. Initially, every player pi has his own value as input, that is mi has an arbitrary value at the beginning of the protocol. If at least d n+t+1 e do not start with same value, then all the honest players agree 2 on predefined default value γ. The set creating stage and final stage protocols are described below in detail. 4.1



Set Creating Stage



The goal of the set creating stage is to identify a set A ⊆ P of size at least (n − t), such that all the players in A hold the same input message m. For any two players to mutually agree on the fact that both the players have the same message, we use a universal hash function. We are considering  - almost two universal hash functions introduced by Carter[12]. This is a family U = {Uk , k = 0 to 2q − 1 , q ≥ 1}, where each hash function Uk maps arbitrary strings ∗ (0, 1) to q-bit strings. As we are using universal hash function[12], given two distinct messages, the probability that they have the same hash value is negligibly small. In other words, for two distinct messages m1 and m2 , the probability l , for given message length l and random that Uk (m1 ) is equal to Uk (m2 ) is 2−q key k, q = |Uk (mi )|. We assume that every player has the same set of values, which include, a universal hash function U , a key k and a default value γ (before adversary comes into picture) prior to the start of the protocol.



The Set Creating Stage Protocol 1. Every player pi ∈ P using the key k for a universal hash function Uk , computes hash value of the message, h(mi ) = (k, Uk (mi )). 2. By using the reliable broadcast protocol (black box B()), every player p i broadcasts his hash value and other players set h(mi ) as pi ’s value, if he is honest, otherwise they set the default value γ. 3. After step 2, every player knows the hash values of the remaining players and all the players have the same set of hash values. e 4. For every player, out of the received values, if there are at least d n+t+1 2 players with same hash value, then those players belong to the set A and remaining players belong to the set B. Every player knows, to which set he belongs to and to which set every other player belongs to. Thus, the set creating stage succeeds. 5. If there are less than d n+t+1 e players with same hash value, then all the 2 players agree on default value γ and the protocol execution terminates. In the next stage, every player belonging to A should send their value to every player belonging to B. A player belonging to the set B trusts a received value only if it is sent by at least (t + 1) players. But if |A| = t + 1, there can be t dishonest players in the set A and they may not send correct values to the players of the set B. So, the size of the set A should be at least (2t + 1). In the above case, the size of the set A is d n+t+1 e which is greater than (2t + 1). 2 Lemma 3: In the consensus protocol, at the end of the set creating stage, at e players agree on a common message, m or all the honest players least d n+t+1 2 agree on the default value γ . Proof: In the set creating stage, if at least d n+t+1 e players start with the same 2 value, then their hash values will be equal (as mi = mj , h(mi ) = h(mj )). Hence, e will be created, such that all players a set A of players of size at least d n+t+1 2 agree on a common value. If at least d n+t+1 e players do not start with the same 2 value, then at the end of the set creating stage, all the players agree on the default value γ. 2 4.2



Final Stage



The players belonging to the set B know the hash value on which the players belonging to the set A agreed, but they do not know the corresponding message. In this stage, the players of the set A send the message to the players of the set B. Let mA be the value agreed by all the players belonging to the set A. We use the same universal hash function mentioned in set creating stage. If the sender e players do not get the same value then all the is dishonest and at least d n+t+1 2 honest players agree on predefined default value γ. Every player pi ∈ A sends a share of the message mA to every player pj ∈ B. This is done in the following manner. Let d = |A|−t. The message mA is divided into d pieces (each of length d l+1 d e) and by using these d values as coefficients,



every player pi ∈ A forms a unique polynomial fm of degree (d − 1), calculates fm (i) (i is the index of the player) and sends it to every player pj ∈ B. As there are n players, the value of i varies from 1 to n and hence, the maximum value of fm (i) is fm (n). Let us denote fm (i) by yi . The maximum length of yi is d l+1 d e + d log n. A player pj ∈ B needs d points to compute the polynomial, so we set d = |A| − t (as at most t players can be malicious, and all the players know the value |A| after set creating stage). For eg., the message, a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 can be divided into 3 pieces and by using them as coefficients, a polynomial like, a1 a2 x2 + a3 a4 x + a5 a6 can be formed.



The Final Stage Protocol Exponential Solution 1. Every player pi ∈ A computes |yi |, d and fm as described above, and sends the |yi | bit length piece yi to every player pj belonging to the set B. 2. Every player pj ∈ B waits for the arrival of at least d values of yi from players pi belonging to A. 3. As soon as every player pj ∈ B receives the d values, he forms the polynomial, retrieves the message m and computes the hash value of message. 4. If this hash value matches with the hash value received in the set creating stage, that is, h(mA ), then received message is correct, otherwise there is at least one wrong value of yi , so the player waits for arrival of one more yi . 5. Every player pj ∈ B, after receiving one more value, forms polynomials for all combinations of d values. From every combination he retrieves the message and calculates its hash value and checks whether this hash value equals to h(mA ) value. If all values fail, he waits for the arrival of one more yi value. For checking all possible combinations it takes exponential time. Players repeat step 5 until they retrieve the correct message. Polynomial Solution 1. Every player pi ∈ A computes d and fm as described above, and sends piece yi to every player pj ∈ B 2. Every player pi ∈ A selects random key k for a universal hash function Uk , computes the hash values Hi = (k, Uk (y1 ), . . . , Uk (y|A| )), and sends them to every player pj ∈ B. 3. Every player pj ∈ B waits for arrival of d number of yi values, and (t + 1) number of H values as every H includes Uk (yi ) 4. If at least (t + 1) number of Uk (yi ) hash values match with hash value of yi then the received value is correct. else If at least (t + 1) number of Uk (yi ) hash values do not match with hash value of yi then the received value yi is wrong, so wait for arrival of one more yi value. else wait for arrival of one more Uk (yi ) hash value. In other words, wait for arrival of one more Hi value.



5. Step. 3 and Step. 4 are repeated till d number of correct yi values are obtained and the message is retrieved. The hash value of this message is equal to the hash value received in set creating stage. It takes polynomial time as we are not checking all combinations. Lemma 4: At the end of final stage, all the honest players agree on a common value. Proof: The goal of this stage is to transfer the the message agreed by the players of the set A to the players of the set B. From lemma 3, at least d n+t+1 e players 2 e ≥ (2t + 1), it is possible for the players of agree on the message m. As d n+t+1 2 set A to send their value to B. case 1: Exponential Solution After this stage, all the players belonging to the set B checks whether the value obtained in final stage is equal to h(mA ) or not, and they retrieve the correct value with high probability. case 2: Polynomial Solution Every good piece yi of an honest player, pi ∈ A will be confirmed by at least (t + 1) players (i.e. at least one honest player). Then, every player belonging to the set B receives d number of correct yi values. All these points indeed lie on a polynomial and a unique polynomial of degree (d − 1) can be obtained by interpolation. Hence, the message m is retrieval. 2 Theorem 1: The Hash consensus protocol solves the consensus problem with a small arbitrary error, 2lq and can tolerate at most n3 dishonest players, where l is the length of the message and q is the length of the hash message. Proof: As we are using universal hash function, we have a small arbitrary error probability of 2lq . We prove that the protocol satisfies all conditions of consensus. Agreement: From lemma 3, at the end of the set creating stage, either all of the players agree on the default value γ or there will be a set A, of size at least d n+t+1 e such that all the honest players ∈ A have the same value. From lemma 2 4, this value will be sent to the remaining players. Hence, all the honest players agree on the same value. Validity: If all the honest players start with the same value, then there will be a set A, of size at least (n − t) such that all the players ∈ A have the same value (as m1 = m2 , h(m1 ) = h(m2 )). From lemma 3, at least d n+t+1 e players agree on 2 the message m. From lemma 4, it is successfully transmitted to the remaining players. Hence, all the non faulty players agree on m. Termination: The protocol terminates after set creating stage or final stage. 2
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The Reliable Broadcast Protocol



The reliable broadcast protocol consists of three consecutive stages, first stage, set creating stage and final stage. The first stage and the set creating stage e such that all the together construct a set of players, A of size at least d n+t+1 2 players of set A have the same value. In final stage, this message is sent to the



remaining players. We name our protocol as Byz-hash. The description of each of the stages is given below. 5.1



First Stage



This stage uses the sub-protocol Threshold broadcast(), mentioned in section 2.3.2, to obtain the threshold signature on the message m. The First Stage Protocol 1. Initially every player pi sets his value mi to the default value γ. 2. The sender obtains threshold signature m0 on his message m. m0 = T hreshold broadcast(m) 3. The sender sends the messages < m, m0 > to all the players. 4. If a player pi receives the value < m, m0 >, he checks its validity. If it is valid then he sets his message mi to m0 . The first stage protocol forces the dishonest sender to either send a unique message m0 or not to send any message at all. It provides input to the set creating stage. The first stage protocol and consensus protocol together work as reliable broadcast protocol. The set creating stage is similar to section 4.1 except that at beginning of the set creating protocol, every player assigns his message to the value obtained in first stage. The final stage is similar to section 4.2. Lemma 5: If the sender is honest, at the end of the first stage all the honest players learn the message m0 and set their value to m0 (m0 is the message with the threshold signature). Proof: If the sender is honest, from lemma 1, he gets m0 (message with the threshold signature) and sends the message m0 to all the players. Because of finite time message delivery, all the players receives m0 in fixed amount of time from sender (it is valid as sender is honest). In this way, all the honest players set their value to m0 . 2 Lemma 6: If the sender is honest, then after the set creating stage there will be a set A of size at least (n − t) such that all the honest players ∈ A have the same value. Proof: If the sender is honest, then from lemma 5, after the first stage at least (n − t) players holds the message m0 . In the set creating stage, their hash values will be equal (as m1 = m2 , h(m1 ) = h(m2 )). Hence, all the honest players agree on the value m0 . 2 Lemma 7: In the reliable broadcast protocol, at the end of set creating stage, either there will be set A of size at least d n+t+1 e such that all of them agree on 2 same message or all honest players agree on default value γ. Proof: We consider asynchronous model where message delivery time is finite, means messages will be received for sure after some fixed amount of time. If the sender is honest, then from lemma 6, there will be a set A of size at least



(n − t). If the sender is dishonest, then from lemma 2, he can obtain at most one message with threshold signature. The dishonest sender may not send message to few players in threshold broadcast() protocol or first stage. In that case, after some predefined amount of time, those players set their value to default value γ e and treat the sender as dishonest. If the sender sends m0 to less than d n+t+1 2 e), on m. 2 players, then players agree on default value γ, otherwise (≥ d n+t+1 2 Theorem 2: The Hash broadcast protocol solves the Asynchronous Multivall and tolerates ued Byzantine Agreement problem with a small arbitrary error 2−q n at most 3 dishonest players (l and q are lengths of message and hash message respectively). Proof: We prove that the protocol follows all conditions of reliable broadcast. Agreement:From lemma 7, after set creating stage either all honest players agree e such on default value γ or there will be set of players of size at least d n+t+1 2 that all the honest players have same value. From lemma 4, this value sent to all the remaining players. Hence all the honest players agree on same value. Validity: From lemma 6, if the sender is honest, then after set creating stage there will be a set A of size at least (n − t) such that all the honest players ∈ A have the same value. From lemma 4, this value sent to all the remaining players. Hence all the honest players agree on same value. Termination: The protocol terminates after set creating stage or final stage. 2
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Communication Complexity of the Protocol



For n players, given l (l ≥ n(n + q)2 ) is the message length, q is the length of the hash value of the message and d is the degree of the polynomial (d = |A| − t), The communication complexity of first stage: O(ln). The communication complexity of set creating stage: The protocol communicates 2nB(q) bits, where B(b) denotes the communication complexity for broadcasting a b bit message with the short-message broadcast protocol. B(q) is of O(nq 2 ). Therefore, the complexity is O(2n2 q 2 ). As l ≥ n(n + q)2 , the communication complexity is of O(ln). The communication complexity of final stage: The length of the point yi is d l+1 d e + d log n Case 1: Exponential Solution As every player pi ∈ A sends yi to every player pi ∈ B, overall communication  2 complexity is |A|(n − |A|)(d l+1 d e + d log n). It is of order (l + 1 + d log n)n . As l ≥ n(n + q)2 , the complexity is O(ln). Case 2: Polynomial Solution Additionally to the exponential solution every player pi ∈ A sends hash values, Hi = (k, Uk (y1 ), . . . , Uk (yn )) to other players and its length is nq. Its additional communication complexity is |A|(n − |A|)nq. Hence, the overall communication complexity is |A|(n − |A|)(d l+1 d e + d log n) + |A|(n − |A|)nq. As l ≥ n(n + q)2 , the complexity is O(ln). As the communication complexity of each stage is O(ln), the communication complexity of the protocol is O(ln).
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Conclusion



We have proposed an asynchronous (there is no common global clock and messages delivery time is indefinite) long message consensus protocol using the asynchronous short message reliable broadcast protocol as a black box. The asynchronous reliable broadcast protocol is proposed with an assumption that messages delivery time is finite. The communication complexity of both the protocols is O(ln), with a small error probability, for l ≥ n(n + q)2 , where q is the length of the hash value of the message m. The reduction can tolerate up to n 3 corrupted players and is computationally secure. In the Final stage, at least d n+t+1 e players who agree on a common message, send their message to all the 2 other players with communication complexity of O(ln).
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